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THE GAVEL NATIONAL CONFERENCE II
Once Upon A Time – critical pieces of the claims story

Boca Raton Resort and Club, Boca Raton, Florida
A WALDORF ASTORIA DESTINATION
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ONCE UPON A TIME critical pieces of the claims story
course offerings to choose from:
Increase file handling efficiency
Good Strategies to Combat Bad Faith
Examine the Science of Attorney-Client Relationships
Dissect the Anatomy of a Mediation
Avoiding Spoliation – protect your evidence
Understanding the Attorney – Client Privilege
Examining strategies of 30(b)(6) Depositions
Unraveling the Primary v. Excess Relationships
Technology as a defense tool – use of footage from Fitbits, Apple Watches and similar devices
Evaluating a traumatic brain injury claim and taking it to trial
Removal, Reptile Theory, Sham Defendants, Title VII claims, Insuring Marijuana, Indemnity,
and much, much more.

The Gavel anticipates up to 6 CE credits and 6 CLE credits from all requested states.
Accreditation is contingent upon approval from each state.
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WHY SHOULD I ATTEND
The Gavel National Conference II?
Relevant course subjects presented by Board
Certified Litigators, Vetted Attorneys, and
Industry Leaders

WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS DURING
THE CONFERENCE?
Attend 2 General Sessions with a Keynote
Speaker presentation by an Industry ThoughtLeader, and attend 3 round-table workshops with
interactive discussions and meaningful Q&A.

Complimentary CE and CLE credits

Complete some, or all, requisite continuing
education credits for my license(s) -- in January!

Non-competitive environment encourages
collaboration and prevents distraction

Have meaningful conversations with instructors
and attorneys from territories where we have a
corporate footprint.

Complimentary attendance

Focus on my education and networking since
there is no registration fee, no charge for my
educations credits, and The Gavel or my law firm
sponsor cover travel, lodging and meal expenses.

Minimal out-of-office time (2 business days)
maximizes travel options

I may choose to arrive early to enjoy the holiday
weekend or to complete some work before the
conference starts on January 15. The Gavel
discount resort rates are available Jan 12 - 19.

Speaking Opportunities
Complimentary CE & CLE Credits

Scholarships Available

WHAT DO INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS SAY ABOUT
THE GAVEL?
“I attended the conference through The
Gavel Scholarship Program and earned
11 CE and 7 CLE credits, and I actually
learned,” Risk Manager after
The Gavel Inaugural Conference.

I enjoyed the
smaller workshops
because we had…
[…meaningful]
Q&As with the
instructors.” VP
Claims at The Gavel
Inaugural
Conference

“Vetted attorneys
were very
accessible
throughout the
conference.” Senior
Claims Analyst

“Listening to
board certified
attorneys was
interesting and
informative.”
Claims Director
“1 territory – 1 law firm!
Noncompetitive environment for
lawyers encouraged
interaction.”
VP Claims of a national insurer

WHAT IS THE GAVEL?
www.TheGavel.net
National Network of
Vetted Attorneys and Specialists
FOR CLAIMS & RISK PROFESSIONALS
–
There is no cost for use of the network

–
The Gavel is
your claims defense network®

The Gavel provides value that is
different from other groups and
organizations:

➢ Saves your time with a 1-stop portal to
everything we know you need to manage
your claims;
➢ No fees or obligations for use of the
network by claims and risk professionals;
➢ A non-competitive environment to focus
on the quality of relationships – The
Gavel allows only 1 law firm per territory
so its members do not contend for
assignments;
➢ Complimentary attendance at educational
(and interesting, relevant, and fun!)
CE/CLE-credited conferences, events, and
forums; and,

➢ Most importantly: meaningful
opportunities for you to have a voice
about the culture of the industry and
improvements for the claims defense
process.

The Gavel provides a network of
vetted attorneys and specialists
backed by documented results
and verdicts. The members are
invited to join if they qualify
through a stringent, three-tier
vetting process:
Tier 1: Referred by a claims or
risk professional (all members
have been vouched for by
seasoned industry professionals);
Tier 2: Completed a
comprehensive application,
including additional industry
references;

Tier 3: Satisfied 9 proprietary,
critical-criteria to prove they will
deliver economized results.

